A novel SPECT camera for molecular imaging of the prostate
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this work is to develop an improved SPECT camera for dedicated prostate imaging. Complementing the recent advancements in agents for molecular prostate imaging, this device has the potential to assist in distinguishing benign from aggressive cancers, to improve site-specific localization of cancer, to improve accuracy of needle-guided prostate biopsy of cancer sites, and to aid in focal therapy procedures such as cryotherapy and radiation. Theoretical calculations show that the spatial resolution/detection sensitivity of the proposed SPECT camera can rival or exceed 3D PET and further signal-to-noise advantage is attained with the better energy resolution of the CZT modules. Based on photon transport simulation studies, the system has a reconstructed spatial resolution of 4.8 mm with a sensitivity of 0.0001. Reconstruction of a simulated prostate distribution demonstrates the focal imaging capability of the system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Prostate cancer is the most common solid organ cancer in men in the United States with over 217,730 new cases and close to 32,000 deaths per year based upon 2010 statistics by the American Cancer Society.1 It is estimated that 1 man in 6 will be diagnosed with prostate cancer during his lifetime with 1 man in 36 dying of the disease. The diagnosis of prostate cancer has historically relied upon ultrasound-guided prostate needle biopsy. Despite advances in more extensive prostate needle biopsies schemes, approximately 30% of cancers may be missed on initial biopsy, resulting in underdiagnosis and staging of cancer that is truly present.2 As a result, there has been active investigation into alternative imaging methods for the diagnosis of prostate cancer including CT, multiparametric functional MRI (T2 MR, MR spectroscopy, dynamic contrast enhanced MR, diffusion weighted MR), ultrasound, PET, and SPECT.3,6 In addition to more accurate, early stage detection, other critical roles for prostate cancer imaging include differentiating aggressive from benign cancers, pinpointing micro-disease location to guide biopsy and enable focal therapy, and assisting in prostate surgery particularly at the prostate margins.3,7,8 At the margins critical surgical decisions must be made between removing adequate tissue so that residual cancer is not left behind but not so much tissue as to cause incontinence and impotence.

Active investigation is underway toward developing better PET and SPECT agents for molecular imaging of prostate cancer. In the past, the major drawback of these agents, such as 18F-FDG and 11C-choline, has been the high bladder activity, which obscures visualization of the adjacent prostate gland, and low tumor uptake due to the relative low glucose metabolism of prostate cancer.9,10 The new molecular imaging agents are being designed for improved tumor uptake and decreased non-target tissue uptake. Specifically, molecular imaging agents targeting prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) are currently being investigated.11,20 Already, SPECT radionuclides have been labeled with small molecule PSMA inhibitors.15,21-23 PSMA is used as a marker for androgen-independent disease which may
distinguish between indolent and aggressive tumors. Preclinical models and phase 1 clinical results show high tumor to normal tissue uptake ratio for a low molecular weight, $^{99m}$Tc labeled agent. Five $^{99m}$Tc-labeled analogs provided clear tumor delineation in vivo, with low background at 4 hours post-injection. Remarkably, some first generation ligands have demonstrated nearly a 50 to 1 target to non-target ratio in preclinical animal models.

To complement the effort toward developing better SPECT agents for prostate cancer, there is a need for improved SPECT imaging methods and instrumentation. For prostate imaging, the drawback of conventional SPECT methods—in which a camera equipped with a parallel hole collimator and sodium iodide (NaI) detector rotates around the pelvis—is that throughout the acquisition the prostate gland maintains a relatively large distance to the camera with a substantial amount of intervening tissue. The large distance results in poor spatial resolution, and the intervening tissue increases photon attenuation and scatter effects. The scatter effects are compounded by the proximity of the bladder to the prostate gland and the substantial radionuclide level that can be present in the bladder.

The goal of this work is to develop a better SPECT camera for molecular imaging of prostate cancer. The novel camera design proposed here has the potential to overcome the drawbacks of conventional SPECT methods in prostate imaging. The stationary camera can be positioned close to the prostate to achieve high spatial resolution, reduced intervening tissue, and mechanical stability. The collimator is a multi-pinhole design, which offers better spatial resolution and sensitivity compared to traditional parallel hole collimators for short source-to-collimator distances. Historically, multi-pinhole collimators have been used in pre-clinical imaging systems and more recently in a commercial, dedicated cardiac system. Finally, advanced detector technology incorporating cadmium zinc telluride (CZT) will be utilized to achieve high energy resolution, reduced scatter effects and improved signal-to-noise ratio, which can mitigate the effects of radionuclide present in the adjacent bladder. The combination of both CZT detectors and multiple pinholes has been developed for a small animal imaging system.

This paper describes the design of the dedicated SPECT prostate imager and evaluates the system performance using photon transport simulations. The basic system performance characteristics including spatial resolution and sensitivity are measured from point sources in air and in a water phantom. In addition, reconstructed image quality is assessed using an anthropomorphic phantom that models realistic prostate and bladder source distributions and patient attenuation and scatter characteristics.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS

2.1 Camera design

The large source-to-collimator distance using a parallel hole collimator results in low spatial resolution which can only be improved with a loss of sensitivity and increased image noise. The novel design of the dedicated SPECT prostate imager proposed here (“pSPECT”) uses a morphology-based, saddle shaped collimator with multiple, focused pinholes to image the prostate and pelvic volumes of interest. Figure 1 shows a rendering of the collimator and detector geometry implementing multiple pinholes. The collimator is represented by the blue surface with the green cones showing the field of view (FOV) of three of the sixteen pinholes. The close proximity of the pinholes to the prostate will allow for better spatial resolution compared to conventional SPECT systems while maintaining high sensitivity. Furthermore, the stationary camera simplifies the mechanical aspects of the system and improves stability.

Manufacturing the body of the physical collimator will be accomplished using a cold casting technique with tungsten powder alloy. The cold casting process of collimator production has been previously implemented in small animal imaging systems. The ability of the powder and epoxy to conform to a mold allows for flexibility in collimator design. The molds are easily developed using 3D computer-aided design software and 3D printers in a rapid prototyping technique. Holes would be designed within the collimator body to allow for the placement of precision machined tungsten inserts for the pinholes. The contour of the pSPECT collimator will be a comfortable saddle shape and closely follow patient morphology in the region of the prostate. A range of collimators would be constructed to ensure patient comfort and optimal imaging.
Another significant aspect of the proposed system is the use of compact, high energy resolution CZT detector technology. The CZT detectors have superior energy resolution compared to conventional NaI detector systems with 10% energy resolution. Energy resolutions as low as 5% have been previously implemented in molecular breast imaging systems. Higher energy resolution reduces the effect of scatter and improves contrast-to-noise ratio. An example of a modular CZT detector manufactured by Gamma Medica, Inc. (GMI) is shown in Figure 2. The detector module is 2.54 cm square with 1.6x1.6x5mm pixels and can be tiled using flexible cables. Using a modular CZT detector allows for a non-coplanar detector design as shown by Figure 2. The pSPECT detectors are shown by the orange surface in Figure 1.

The collimator-detector design was spatially modeled using non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) surfaces in Rhinoceros. For the scaled, supine patient model, 6 pinholes covering approximately 130 degrees for a point in the center of the FOV were configured for imaging the prostate. The average distance from a point near the center of the prostate to each pinhole was 8.6 cm. However, it is expected this distance would decrease for a patient sitting on the saddle due to body weight deforming tissues between the prostate and perineum. The array of detector modules (Fig. 2) was placed at a focal length of 14 cm for each pinhole. A pinhole acceptance angle of 36 degrees was used to maximize the FOV without multiplexing the six pinholes. This configuration provides a 5.8 cm FOV at a source to collimator distance of 8 cm. Figure 3 shows the placement of the pinholes and tiled detector modules with respect to the prostate.

2.2 Spatial Resolution and Sensitivity Analysis

Predicted spatial resolution at the object plane was determined using the collimator and detector spatial resolution for a point source located near the center of the prostate. The intrinsic spatial resolution of the CZT detectors is 1.59 mm and pinhole spatial resolution can be determined by the formula

$$R_c = \frac{d_{eff}(1+b)}{b}$$
Using an effective pinhole diameter $d_{eff} = 3.08 \text{ mm}$, a focal length $l = 14 \text{ cm}$, and a source to collimator distance $b = 8.6 \text{ cm}$, the expected spatial resolution of the system is 5 mm. The predicted system sensitivity was determined by multiplying the geometric sensitivity by the number of pinholes and an exponential attenuation factor for 140 keV photons in water. Geometric sensitivity can be computed using the formula\(^4\)

$$ g = \frac{d_{eff}^2 \cos^2 \theta}{16b^2}. $$

For a $\theta = 0$ photon path angle, the predicted system sensitivity is 0.00013. These predicted values likely underestimate the performance of the system because the prostate is expected to move closer to the perineum when the patient is in a sitting position. For an estimated source to collimator distance $b = 5 \text{ cm}$ and 5 mm spatial resolution, the pSPECT sensitivity is 0.001. The anticipated spatial resolution/sensitivity of pSPECT for focal prostate imaging is on par with current 3D PET systems. The same analysis applied to a 3D PET using the formula for sensitivity\(^4\) with an 85 cm diameter ring, 16 cm axial extent and 36 cm photon path length for 511 keV photons in water results in a sensitivity of 0.0031. A further advantage of the pSPECT system is the effect of the improved energy resolution of CZT, and the resulting reduction in detected scatter compared with PET.

The predicted spatial resolution/sensitivity performance of pSPECT far exceeds conventional SPECT for imaging the prostate. Using formulas for the spatial resolution and sensitivity for a parallel hole collimator\(^4\) and assuming a collimator hole length of 4 cm, a hole diameter of 2 mm, an object distance of 20 cm, intrinsic spatial resolution of 3.5 mm, attenuation path length of 16 cm of water (140 keV), and a triple head camera, the predicted spatial resolution is 12.5 mm with a sensitivity of 0.000046.

### 2.3 Computational evaluation using Monte Carlo

Patient and detector models (Fig. 3) were developed that can be readily incorporated into radiation transport code to assist in the system design and to investigate the effects of design parameters on reconstructed image quality. The patient was modeled using the UF Hybrid Adult Male Phantom (UFHADM). The UFHADM phantom uses a NURBS-based\(^4\) representation of the patient (Fig. 4a) and has been used extensively in computational transport studies.\(^4\) Realistic representations of all major body organs including the prostate are incorporated into the phantom and the body habitus of the simulated patient can easily be varied. The body used for this simulation is 50 percentile in height and weight. The radiation transport code Monte Carlo N-Particle version 5 (MCNP5)\(^4\) was used to simulate projection images. The phantom was voxelized to a resolution of 2x2x2 mm (Fig. 4b) using an in-house MATLAB code and defined in MCNP5 using the lattice and universe cards. Each voxel value corresponded to the appropriate material number for each tissue and was defined using the fill card in MCNP5. The pSPECT camera, including the saddle-shaped multi-pinhole collimator and the CZT detector, were represented using standard surfaces within the MCNP5 code to compute the radiation transport to the detector (Fig. 4c). The collimator design being evaluated here includes six pinholes focused on the prostate. Collimator parameters from the spatial resolution and sensitivity analysis of section 2.2 will be used.

![Figure 4. UFHADM phantom positioned on the pSPECT camera (a) and renderings of the voxel phantom (b) and saddle-shaped collimator (c) inputs for MCNP5](http://proceedings.spiedigitallibrary.org/)
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Interactions within each detector were recorded using the PTRAC card in MCNP5. Since the PTRAC card is not compatible with multicore processing, the transport simulation was divided into two steps. On a computer cluster of 48 processors, photons were transported through the collimator to the face of each detector and recorded with the surface source write card. Then a subsequent serial run was carried out to simulate the transport of photons from the surface source through the detector. To reduce computation time, variance reduction was implemented using source biasing techniques for the multicore simulations. A MATLAB code was written to process the PTRAC output file and determine the location and amount of energy deposited in each pixel.

The processed PTRAC energy data represented a detector with perfect energy resolution. Detector energy resolution was modeled by randomly sampling each event from a probability distribution representing the energy response function of the detector. To simulate the asymmetric low energy tail of CZT, a combination of a truncated exponential and Gaussian was fit to a measured spectrum of a 4.8% FWHM detector as shown in Figure 5. A photon event contributed to the projection image if the resampled energy was within a +/- 10% energy window. Sufficient detector events were generated to produce low noise projection images. To simulate realistic noise distributions, the projection images were scaled to account for source strength and acquisition time then Poisson noise was added. Reconstruction was carried out using an adaptation of the standard iterative maximum likelihood estimation maximization (MLEM) algorithm. The MLEM algorithm was written to allow for a general pinhole configuration. The system matrix modeled the effects of photon entry angle on sensitivity. The system matrix did not model attenuation or spatial resolution effects. A total of 500 iterations were used to ensure the convergence of the reconstruction. For the annulus and phantom distributions, post-reconstruction filtering was completed using a Hann filter with a cut-off of 0.5 cycles per pixel.

System performance was evaluated for multiple source configurations as shown in Figure 6 for 140 keV photons. To determine reconstructed spatial resolution and sensitivity, a point source in air was simulated (Fig. 6a) at the center of the FOV for all six pinholes. Figure 6b shows the water phantom and point source geometry used for simulating the effects of scatter. Reconstructed image quality was also assessed for an annulus source with an outside diameter of 3 cm and thickness of 3 mm as shown in Figure 6c. Realistic, patient source distributions were modeled using the voxelized UFHADM phantom shown in Figure 6d. Uptake was modeled for the whole prostate, bladder, body, and a localized tumor. Figure 7 shows the location of the simulated 4 mm diameter tumor in the mid-peripheral zone.

![Figure 5. Photopeak response of CZT used for modeling energy resolution](image-url)
3. RESULTS

Figures 8 and 9 show reconstructed images and line profiles for a point source in air (Fig. 8) and a water phantom (Fig. 9). From the associated line profile, the spatial resolution of the system was calculated to be 4.7 mm for a point source in air and 4.8 mm for a point source in water. The reduced colormap window for the reconstructed point source in water (Fig. 9b) demonstrates the limited amount of out of source activity from scatter. For the point source in air, the sensitivity was calculated to be 0.0001.

Reconstructed images of the annulus source are shown in Figure 10. For the six pinhole configuration, a slight artifact is evident corresponding to the base of the prostate (Fig. 10a). The artifact increases as the number of pinholes is reduced to five and four (Fig. 10b,c). Transaxial and sagittal images of a reconstructed, uniform prostate distribution are shown.
in Figure 11 for a prostate uptake of 200 µCi and an imaging time of 30 minutes. Focal imaging results of the simulated 4 mm diameter tumor are shown in Figure 12. The images represent an acquisition time of 30 minutes with a 30 mCi injected activity. The uptake fraction was 0.1 for the bladder, 0.7 for the body, and 0.0067 for the prostate. This resulted in a bladder to prostate concentration of 1.22. The images show the response of the system for varying degrees of tumor to prostate (T:P) concentrations.

![Figure 10. Sagittal slices of the reconstructed annulus source for the 6 (a), 5 (b), and 4 (c) pinhole configurations.](image)

Figure 10. Sagittal slices of the reconstructed annulus source for the 6 (a), 5 (b), and 4 (c) pinhole configurations.

![Figure 11. Transaxial (left) and sagittal (right) reconstructed images of a uniform prostate distribution.](image)

Figure 11. Transaxial (left) and sagittal (right) reconstructed images of a uniform prostate distribution.

![Figure 12. Transaxial images of uniform prostate, body, and bladder distributions with a localized tumor located in the peripheral zone. The bladder to prostate concentration is 1.22 with varying levels of tumor to prostate (T:P) concentrations.](image)

Figure 12. Transaxial images of uniform prostate, body, and bladder distributions with a localized tumor located in the peripheral zone. The bladder to prostate concentration is 1.22 with varying levels of tumor to prostate (T:P) concentrations.

### 4. DISCUSSION

The predicted spatial resolution and sensitivity of the system agreed well with the calculated performance for the simulated point source in air. Based on the point source in a water phantom simulation, the high energy resolution of the CZT detectors limits the effects of scatter on reducing the reconstructed image quality. The annulus source reconstruction demonstrates how the limited angular coverage of the six pinhole design mainly affects image quality for points near the base of the prostate. Further reduction of the angular coverage would reduce the cost of the system, but at the expense of greatly reduced image quality. In contrast, an additional pinhole may alleviate the basal artifact.

Expansion of the system to perform nodal imaging and increase sensitivity could be achieved by increasing the number of pinholes. Adding additional pinholes for a given detector size leads to multiplexing and reduced spatial information of multiplexed events. Figure 12 shows the extent of multiplexing for a sixteen pinhole configuration. To limit multiplexing and maximize the fill factor of the detector array, a secondary shield could be used to form a square aperture response. This square aperture would affect the spatial resolution response of the system. The anisotropic response of the system could be modeled within the system matrix of the iterative reconstruction algorithm.
Figure 12. (a) Sixteen pinhole configuration for imaging the prostate and pelvic region. (b) Blue and green circles depict the extent of multiplexing for a circular aperture. (c) Square aperture from secondary shield reduces multiplexing and maximizes fill factor (right).

Focal imaging of the system is demonstrated by the phantom source reconstructions. Even with a uniform uptake of activity within the prostate and out of field activity from the bladder, a localized tumor may be detected. Registration of these images with transrectal ultrasound or a MRI based system may improve prostate biopsy. Image fusion may be implemented using the urethra as an anatomical landmark.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The design and simulation of a novel SPECT system for molecular imaging of the prostate has been presented. Using a morphological based collimator and tiled CZT detectors, the source to collimator distance can be reduced greatly compared to conventional SPECT systems. Monte Carlo transport simulations demonstrate the system’s relative high spatial resolution and sensitivity. In addition, the system has the capability to provide focal spot imaging. These images may help in the guidance of biopsies.
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